
BURTON’S ADVICE ON OILS FOR 2CV ENGINES AND GEARBOXES 

 

By Graeme Dennes 

 

I recently purchased two refurbished (“new”) 602cc 2CV engines from Burton’s in the 

Netherlands. Burton’s sells these engines with a two-year warranty. I put one into our 

green 2CV after it failed to proceed after crossing Westgate Bridge, the other into our 

orange 2CV after it started burning a litre of oil every 80 Km and attracting every police 

officer between Lycola and Bunyip! 

 

During deliberations with Burtons engineering group via telephone and emails, I raised 

the issue of suitable engine and gearbox oils to use to maximise the life of the engines 

and gearboxes and to comply with Burton’s engine warranties. I sought Burton’s advice 

on an extensive number of issues regarding oils such as grades of oils to use in Australia, 

oil brands, oil certification requirements, use of synthetic oils, optimum requirements 

for running-in the engines, oil and filter change intervals and other maintenance tasks. 

With Burton’s kind permission, their responses are provided below. 

 

Engine Oil 

Burton’s engineering group advised “Any good quality 20W-50 mineral engine oil may 

be used. Don’t use synthetic engine oil because modern synthetic oils don’t contain 

certain elements mineral oils have.” 

 

Gearbox Oil 

Burton’s advised “Any good quality GL-4 certified (low sulphur) 75W-80 mineral 

gearbox oil may be used. Don’t use synthetic gearbox oil because changing to synthetic 

oil can result in more floating particles in the gearbox because synthetic oil has better 

cleaning properties. More particles will get loose and this can result in more damage, so 

always use mineral oil. In the end this will extend the lifespan of the gearbox.” 

 

Running-In 

Burton’s advised “Use a running-in period of 1500 Km for the new engine, with a 

maximum speed of 80 Kmph in top gear, and proportionally lower in the other gears. 

Minimise constant road speeds while driving and don’t allow the engine to labour. After 

the running-in period, replace the engine oil and oil filter and ensure the valve 

clearances are set to 0.2 mm.” I used no more than three-quarters throttle during the 

running-in period so as not to overload the engine, and the 1500 Km driving was all 

conducted in country areas. 

 

Maintenance 

Burton’s advised “Replace the engine oil and oil filter every 7,500 Km or every year. 

Ensure the valve clearances are set to 0.2 mm every year. Replace the gearbox oil every 

15,000 Km or every two years.” 

 


